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Abstra t
The Chandra X-ray Observatory High Resolution Camera is an improved version of similar Mi ro hannel
Plate (MCP) based dete tors that were previously used on the
The HRC

onsists of two dete tors in a

Einstein and ROSAT X-ray observatories.

ommon housing, and sharing some pro essing ele troni s. Only

mm  100mm devi e that is used for wide eld of
mm  30mm devi e that is used

one dete tor operates at a time. The HRC-I is a 100

view imaging with sub-ar se ond angular resolution. The HRC-S is a 300

to readout the Low Energy Transmission Grating Spe trometer (LETGS) providing very high spe tral
resolution. The main dieren es from previous missions are the larger format MCP's, radioisotope free
MCP glass, and an a tive Cosmi

Ray anti- oin iden e shield. Event pro essing in the HRC is limited to

digitizing sele ted signals from the readout devi e and transmitting these to the ground. As a result, it is
possible to examine and s reen the data during pro essing. Algorithms have been developed to identify
non-X-ray events thereby redu ing the dete tor ba kground. Event s reening

an also dete t and lter

out bad events that might otherwise degrade image quality.
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1 Introdu tion
The High Resolution Camera [1℄ on the Chandra X-ray Observatory [2℄ is an advan ed version of the imaging X-ray
dete tors (HRI's) that were su

essfully own and operated on the

ROSAT Observatory (1990 - 1999) [4℄. The X-ray sensor is a CSI
top plate of a

hevron pair. The MCP's provide an ele tron gain of

that is sensed by a readout

:

mm  100mm devi

is a 100

Observatory (1978-1981) [3℄and the

 2  107 produ ing an ele tron

harge

loud

onsisting of two orthogonal planes of wires (the Crossed Grid Charge Dete tor CGCD).

The grid wires are 0 0081 in hes apart, and they are
is atta hed to an external

Einstein

oated Mi ro hannel Plate (MCP) whi h is the

onne ted to ea h other with thin lm resistors. Every 8

th

wire

harge sensitive amplier (tap). There are two dete tors in the Camera, one (the HRC-I)
e optimized for dire t imaging in the fo us of the Chandra Teles ope. The se ond, the

mm  30mm MCP's in a single holder that is optimized for reading out a dispersive

HRC-S, is a strip of three 100

Low Energy Transmission Grating Spe trometer (LETGS) [7℄.
ampliers are used for the HRC. Figure 1 shows a s hemati
division te hnique that is des ribed below.

 Further
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A total of 128 low power hybrid

harge sensitive

view of the HRC, and illustrates the ne position
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S hemati view of the HRC shows the major elements of the dete tor. The MCP hevron is ontained in a va uum housing
that is surrounded by a ve sided plasti s intillator for Cosmi Ray reje t. On the right an exploded view of one plane of the Crossed
Grid Charge Dete tor readout is illustrated. The wires are onne ted by dis rete resistors with readout ampliers (taps) every eighth
wire.

Figure 1:

The MCP's for HRC are made with low noise glass [8℄ [9℄ [10℄, i.e., radioisotope have been minimized, in order
to redu e the internal ba kground rate to extremely low levels.

For HRC-S the MCP's were provided by Philips

Photoni s, and for HRC-I the MCP's were manufa tured by Galileo Ele tro Opti s Corporation (now Burle). The

: t m 2 se

typi al ba kground rates a hieved in the laboratory are less than 0 1

1 . Chandra was pla ed in an ellipti al

high earth orbit with 10,000 km perigee and 140,000 km apogee. In this orbit the ambient Cosmi

Ray ba kground is

higher than for lower equatorial orbits that stay below the Earth's radiation belts. At the time of laun h the Cosmi
Ray ux was

2

3

t m 2se

1 . In order to deal with this sour e of ba kground, an a tive plasti

s intillator

anti- oin iden e shield surrounds the HRC housing. A veto signal from the shield is used to identify events triggered
by Cosmi

Rays. Depending on the mode of operation, pro essing for these events is terminated (normal mode), or

the events are agged in the telemetry with a veto bit for later ground reje t.
In the

1
Ray reje tion redu es the non-X-ray ba kground from about 250 t se
1 [11℄. For HRC-S, a timing error in the event pro essing sequen er renders the anti- oin iden e

ase of the HRC-I, the a tive Cosmi

to about 50

t se

inee tive leading to signi antly higher ba kground than desired.

Fortunately, the detailed event data that is

in luded in the telemetry allows post-fa to event s reening based on the

harge and pulse height distributions. Using

the s reening te hniques des ribed below, ba kground reje tion for HRC-I approa hes the pre-laun h expe ted value.
For HRC-S, event s reening redu es ba kground by about a fa tor of two to three depending on lo ation in the
dete tor (energy in the dispersed spe trum from LETGS).

2 Event Position Cal ulation
2.1 Coarse-Fine Charge Division
The HRC uses a

oarse-ne position readout [12℄ [13℄ where the

tap with the largest signal, and the ne position is a
at the

oarse event position is estimated from the readout

harge division

al ulation using the neighboring three ampliers

oarse lo ation. An event is dete ted by a signal taken from the output ele trode of the MCP

hevron sta k.

This is a fast signal that initiates a rmware sequen er in the HRC ele troni s. Ea h of the CGCD amplier fast and
slow signals are examined in the event pro essing ele troni s. The fast signals are used to estimate the event
position, and the slow signals asso iated with that

oarse

oarse position are routed to ADC's where their amplitudes are

digitized for transmission to the ground. The two planes of the CGCD are treated independently giving the two
orthogonal position
The ne position

oordinates (U and V) of the event.

al ulation (illustrated in Figure 1) for the HRC uses the Ohmi

properties of the Crossed Grid

Charge Dete tor (CGCD) and assumes that the input impedan e of the readout ampliers is small

2

ompared to

the wire-to-wire resistan e along the grid. Event positions are determined in a

oarse-ne algorithm that permits

extension to arbitrarily large dete tors (needed for the HRC on Chandra). The

oarse position is determined by

identifying whi h ampliers along the readout are triggered, and taking the average lo ation of these
readout taps as the initial estimated position. Four amplier signals around the estimated
to the ne position pro essor. The peak signal from the

oarsely spa e

oarse position are routed

entral two ampliers is determined, and if ne essary the

oarse position is adjusted from its initial estimate. Only the peak amplier and its nearest neighbors are digitized.
Thus, the event data that is entered in the telemetry

onsists(for ea h

amplier and the three digitized (12 bit) values of the
During ground pro essing, the ne position

A; B; C

amplier taps (

oordinate axis) of the lo ation of the

entral

entral signals for that lo ation.

omponent is

al ulated using the

) resulting in an interpolation a

harge division among the

entral three

urate to about 1/2% of the distan e between ampliers.

The ne position is given by

fp =
where

fp

C A
A+B+C

(1)

ranges from -1/2 to +1/2 as the event lo ation varies from halfway between taps A and B to halfway

between taps B and C. The total event position is then given by:

tp = ptap (
where

ptap is the number of pixels per tap (256), and

p

p + fp + 1=2)
is the

(2)

oarse position, i.e., the tap number of the

(starting at 0). The extra 1/2 tap term, xes the origin of the position readout at the

B amplier

enter of the rst amplier

1 For the HRC, the amplier spa ing is 1:64592mm, with the ne position digitized to 256 pixels per tap, this
2
orresponds to 6:429375m per pixel.

tap.

2.2 Gaps and De-gapping
There is an expe ted

orre tion to the

al ulated ne event positions due to the  harge spill-over ee t [12℄, where

some of the total signal is not in luded in the three ampliers whi h therefore biases the

harge division

al ulation.

This is the fundamental reason for the presen e of gaps in the raw data images. These are not truly gaps in the
sense that there are missing parts of an image. The gaps are due to event positions being mis al ulated (relative to
a perfe t readout) with the result that

ertain positions are not populated and

ertain other positions appear to be

overpopulated.
The removal of these gaps is the pro ess
ne position of an event to its
studies of the details of the

alled de-gapping. It involves a transformation from the raw

orre t position had there not been any loss of

harge

olle tion on a CGCD [13℄ show that the

olle ted

orre tions

al ulated

harge. Simulations and
an be approximated by a

low order polynomial expression of the form:

f
where

=

afp + bfp2 + fp3 + :::

fp is the raw ne position of an event as given by Equation 1.

third,... order terms of the de-gap. The de-gap

oe ients

oarse position. For the Chandra HRC the de-gapping

oe ients were derived from a

alibration sour e (Fe

the U and V axes of the dete tor, but as a fun tion of the

1 No real events
2 This pixel size

FWHM.

oe ients are denoted as the rst, se ond,

an be estimated on a global basis or as a fun tion of

alibration data using at elds of illumination, and post-laun h
the fo us position and viewing a radioa tive

The

(3)

ombination of pre-laun h

alibration data taken when the HRC was out of

55 ). The de-gapping was done independently for

oarse position in ea h axis [5℄ [6℄.

an a tually have a total position of 0 when dened in this manner.
was hosen to slighly oversample the a tual spatial resolution of the HRC whi h has been measured to be 20m

3

3 Simulations
3.1 Gaps versus Charge Cloud
The HRC readout

an be simulated in one dimension by integrating the

distribution falling on a grid of equally spa ed
Ohm's law to
harge

al ulate the

loud is symmetri

harge

harge from a modeled ele tron

ondu tors (wires), whi h are resistively

harge

loud

onne ted, and applying

olle ted on the readout ampliers. Previous measurements have shown that the

and has a  ore-halo shape [13℄. A good approximation to the

a Gaussian and Lorentzian distribution that have a

harge

loud is the sum of

ommon origin and roughly equal peak amplitudes. Using the

tap spa ing as the unit of distan e, the simulations show good agreement with the HRC-I when the Gaussian and
Lorentzian sigma and gamma respe tively are about 0.25 of a tap. These are set as the nominal values for the plots
shown below. The narrow

ase has these parameters set to 0.10 tap, and the wide

ase 0.40 tap.

A useful representation of the simulations has been a plot of the event ne position

al ulated using Equation 1

versus the true position. An example is shown in Figure 2, where three simulations with varying
are plotted. This plot
the

harge

learly shows the gaps as missing

loud width. When the

and no gap. With a wide

harge

harge

loud is narrow

al ulated lo ations near

harge

loud widths

0:5 and their dependen e on

ompared with the tap spa ing there is no spill over ee t

loud, spill over is signi ant and the gaps are large. The nominal

loud width

values approximately simulate the gap sizes that are seen in the HRC-I
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Simulations of un orre ted ne position versus true position for HRC-I with varying harge loud width. The narrow harge
loud produ es little spill over and the gaps are small. The wide harge loud results in larger gaps.

Figure 2:

3.2 An Alternative View of the Data
Another useful representation (whi h does not depend in knowing the true ne event position) is a plot of the
al ulated ne position versus the normalized

entral tap amplitude,

4

For the same simulations shown in Figure 2,
the

harge

ele tron

fb = B=(A + B + C )
the plots of fp vs fb are shown

(4)
in Figure 3. The ee ts of the size of

loud are mu h more apparent in these plots whi h illustrates the sensitivity of the relationship to the

loud shape.
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Figure 3:

widths.

Simulations of the un orre ted ne position versus the normalized entral tap amplitude for HRC-I for various harge loud

Inspe tion of the plots in Figure 3 suggests that the relationship between
hyperboli

(fb

where

fp

and

fb

might be approximated by a

fun tion of the standard form:

a2

fp2
b2

h)2

=1

(5)

h is the oset from the origin of the enter of the hyperbola, and (h a) is the lo ation of the nose of the
fb axis. The asymptoti slope of the hyperbola is given by m = b=a . Solving for fp we get:

hyperbola on the

fp = b

rf

( b

a2

A least squares t of this fun tion to the nominal simulation

h)2

1

(6)

ase gives an ex ellent t with parameter values shown

below. A plot of the tted fun tion overlays the simulated data so well that the

urves are indistinguishable as seen

in Figure 4
The hyperboli

fun tion that approximates the relation between the simulated quantities has not be derived alge-

brai ally and may not be absolutely exa t. However, simulations show that the hyperboli
good over a wide range of parameters for the ele tron

harge

5

approximation is quite

loud distribution, whi h is the physi al quantity that

HRC-I Simulations
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Fit of hyperboli fun tion to the simulated HRC. The best t parameter values are a=0.3353(0.3720), b=0.3263(0.3454),
h=1.0364(1.0738). The two urves are virtually identi al. Also shown are the residuals between the simulated data and the best t
hyperbola.

Figure 4:

hara terizes the dete tor readout. Work is in progress to determine the sensitivity and quality of the hyperboli
t, and to nd the proper relation between the tting parameters and the values of the parameters of the simulated
harge

loud: the widths and relative

ontribution of Gaussian and Lorentzian

omponents.

4 Flight Data
4.1 The fp ; fb Plane
Examination of pre-laun h and ight data show that as predi ted from the simulations, there is a strong
the observable quantities

fp and fb .

This is shown in Figure 5 where data from the HRC-I on-orbit

orrelation of

alibration sour e

(taken in August 1999) is used. In Figure 5 the HRC-I U-axis data are plotted. The data in lude ba kground events
that were not reje ted by the veto shield, internal MCP ba kground events, and events from the
sour e. As seen in the gure, the events

F e55

alibration

luster strongly along a lo us of positions with s attered events that ll in the

en losed spa e and extend to the left. Events that do not lie near to the lo us tend to have identiable abnormalities.
The low values of

fb

indi ate events where the

oarse position is wrong and thus ampliers with no real signal were

sele ted for pro essing. For some events the atness is often high (i.e., the ratio
typi al of wide events that are produ ed by Cosmi

C=B

and

A=B

:

both ex eed 0 5)

Rays at oblique angles. Many events outside the lo us have more

than one readout amplier with a pulse height greater than 3600 digital units (DU). This is a symptom of highly
saturated events where the MCP signal is large enough to ex eed the dynami
also shows that the lo us for

fp > 0 is tighter than for negative values.

that is des ribed in another paper being presented at this
The

range of the tap ampliers. The plot

This is due to a systemati

ele troni

ringing

onferen e [14℄ and so will not be dis ussed further here.

hara teristi s observed in Figure 5 are typi al, with similar results for the HRC-I V-axis, and the HRC-S U and

6

HRC Calibration Data
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An fp ; fb plot for the HRC-I from data obtained during on-orbit alibration sour e observation. Also shown is the best t
hyperboli fun tion for these data, using the parameters listed in Table 1

Figure 5:

V axes. Only the detailed shapes of the

urves that

hara terize the lo us of valid events are dierent as indi ated

in more detail in Table 1below.

4.2 Hyperboli Fits
fp ) is well t as a fun

Following the same pro edure used for the simulated data, we nd that the ne position (

fb ).

of the normalized peak amplier signal (

fp ; fb )

observed (

The hyperboli

tion

fun tion of Equation 6 gives a very good t to the

a; b; h) are given

distribution. For the Chandra HRC the best t values of the three parameters (

in Table 1. Figure 5 also shows the best t hyperbola, whi h goes through the dense lo us of events and is used to
dene part of the event s reening des ribed in the following se tion.

Table 1: Hyper-t Parameters
HRC-I

HRC-S

Parameter

U

V

U

V

a

0.3110

0.3050

0.2706

0.2706

b

0.3030

0.2730

0.2620

0.2480

h

1.0580

1.1000

1.0180

1.0710
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5 Event S reening
5.1 S reening Tests
As previously dis ussed, there are several

hara teristi s asso iated with events that are either not X-rays, or are

X-ray events with some distortion. A series of s reening tests have been developed to re ognize these events and
lter them from the data stream. First the event amplitude is

he ked, If the PHA is less than 20 DU then the event

was probably initiated in the se ond MCP and not from an X-ray. Next the individual tap amplier amplitudes are
he ked. If they are all below 20 DU, then the event
invalid. This type of event is most likely

oarse position was mis al ulated and therefore the lo ation is

aused by a tra king Cosmi

angle. Several sets of tap ampliers are triggered and the
The next standard test looks for the
high amplitude event o

hara teristi

Ray that passes through the MCP at shallow

oarse en oder then gives an in orre t

signature of amplier saturation at the taps. When an extremely

urs, the three adja ent tap ampliers ex eed their linear dynami

range and produ e a

voltage that translates to a digitized signal in the telemetry of >3600 DU. The saturation test
tap ampliers ex eeding this level.

entral lo ation.

These events are probably not due to X-rays.

he ks for all three

They are either Cosmi

Ray

indu ed, or ion feedba k events.
The next s reening test, examines the ratio of the o peak tap amplitudes to the peak tap amplitude. For normal
X-ray events, the

harge distribution is relatively narrow and therefore, at most one of these ratios should ex eed

0.5. The atness test ex ludes events when both ratios are greater than 1/2.
The last s reening test, examines the lo ation of an event in

f p ; fb

plane as des ribed in the next se tion. It is by

far the test that lters out the most events.

5.2 Zone of A eptan e
Events whi h do not lie near to the lo us des ribed in Figure 5 above are very likely to be non-X-ray events. Flat
eld

alibration data taken at the SAO HRC test fa ility were examined to help determine the X-ray and non-X-ray

f p ; fb )

distributions of events in the (

plane. The nal pre-laun h HRC

alibration at elds were taken with the

dete tor operating at a high data rate, so that the ratio of true X-ray events to ba kground is very high (> 1000).

f p ; fb )

Virtually all events taken in a at eld exposure lie within a small and well dened region of the (
whereas most of the non-X-ray ba kground events lie outside. The zone of a
best t hyperboli

fun tions given in Table 1 with the parameter

The a tual in ight performan e diers from the ground
200-300

ts/se , and most of these are produ ed by

omponent
energeti

plane,

eptan e is the region bounded by the

h varied by 0:0300.

alibration in that the total HRC event rates are typi ally

harged parti les.

For HRC-I, the penetrating

osmi

ray

an be identied using the parti le shield veto signal (the anti- o signal) whi h is generated when an

harged parti le passes through the 5-sided plasti

the HRC-S the anti- o signal

s intillator box that surrounds the HRC housing. For

omes too late relative to the MCP event trigger signal and falls outside of the xed

oin iden e timing window, thus rendering the anti- o signal inee tive. Even for the HRC-I the anti- o veto does
not fully eliminate all ba kground events. The typi al HRC-I valid event rate (after veto) is 40-50
the pre-laun h expe tation was 10-20

ts/se , whereas

ts/se . For HRC-S the valid event rate remains in the 200-300

ts/se

range

and it is ne essary to invoke edge blanking to redu e this rate to a level that does not ll the available telemetry
spa e of

 184

=s.

Figure 6 shows the same data as Figure 5, but with the zone of a
By ex luding events that are not within the zone of a

eptan e des ribed above plotted as two hyperbolas.

eptan e, the non-X-ray ba kground is redu ed by about a

fa tor of two, while the X-ray rate remains un hanged ( within better than 95%).
While the quality of the t of a hyperboli

fun tion to the measured

fp

versus

fp

relation is very good, and also

very stable, the fundamental basis for this ad ho  fun tional form has not yet been demonstrated.
less, the operational appli ation of a fun tional form to the observed

None-the-

orrelation is a useful tool that allows for

meaningful event ltering and the empiri ally derived fun tional form makes the implementation of the s reening
algorithm simple. With almost one year of operation, there has been no dete table
of avoidan e. Additional ground

hange to the shapes of the zone

alibration data from approximately two years prior to laun h also
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onform to the

HRC Calibration Data
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Figure 6: The

same data as in Figure 5. Here the boundaries of the zone of a eptan e are plotted. They are onstru ted from the
best t hyperbola to the good event lo us oset by 0:030 in the fb axis.
ight generated data. Thus, there is a few year history of stability in the MCP behavior that would indi ate that
the event s reening is robust and reliable.

5.3 Ee ts of Event S reening
In addition to improving signal to noise by eliminating mu h more of the non-X-ray ba kground than the real X-ray
events, the hyperboli  s reening algorithm also helps to eliminate other sorts of bad events from the data. The
most signi ant of these is the so- alled ghost image whi h o

urs when a readout amplier saturates or is otherwise

distorted. An analysis of early ight data shows that this ee t whi h is typi ally a few per ent of all true X-ray
events, is

ompletely eliminated (to the level of less than 0.5%).

Figure 7 shows the ee t of event s reening on an a tual HRC-I image. The 15 kse

observation was made in late

1999. Table 2 summarizes the results of the s reening pro ess.

Table 2: Summary of Event S reening for Cen-A Observation
Events
685,841

Test
Unltered

14,080

Bad Fine Positions (i.e., zero sum)

59,464

PHA < 20 DU

2,228
808

Amplier Saturation
Flat Distribution

165,098

Out of Zone (Hyperbola Test)

442,521

Remaining after S reening

9

When the hyperboli

s reening test was used on an image of Cen-A (HRC-I) about 35% of all events were reje ted

from the image. For all of the X-ray sour es in that image (ex ept the nu leus and the diuse galaxy related emission)
the loss of events in the sour e was less than 5% (in many

ases

onsistent with no loss) while the ba kground was

de reased by about 35-40%. Inspe tion of the two images in Figure 7 shows how the ghost image from the bright
entral sour e (nu leus) is eliminated and the overall ba kground was de reased.

Filtered Data

All Data

Figure 7: An HRC-I observation of the nearby A tive Galaxy Nu leus Centaurus-A (Cen-A) showing the ee ts of
event s reening on image quality and ba kground redu tion.

6 Con lusions
The detailed event data that are telemetered to the ground provide information that

an be used to lter non-X-ray

events from the data stream. Some of the s reening tests are very simple and involve looking for erroneous

oarse

position estimates, extreme event amplitudes (both too low or too high), and simple estimates of an event's

harge

loud width. While these tests are relevant, they do not produ e very large numbers of reje ted events.
The most signi ant event lter is the zone of a

eptan e test (or hyperboli

10

test) whi h tests measurable quantities

that des ribe the details of the ele tron

harge

loud distribution.

We nd that normal X-rays are des ribed by

a very restri tive relationship between the un orre ted ne position (Equation 1) and the normalized

entral tap

amplitude ( Equation 4).
When event s reening is used, the non-X-ray ba kground is greatly redu ed. Typi ally a fa tor of two is a hieved
with almost no loss of valid X-ray events.

This ba kground redu tion improves the signal to noise in HRC data

allowing fainter sour es to be dete ted for a given exposure.
Event s reening also redu es mislo ated events whi h improves image quality. The most signi ant improvement is
the elimination of ghost images that appear in the HRC-I, where 2-3% of events are mislo ated along one dete tor
axis by amounts ranging from a few pixels to almost 100 pixels.
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